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This Week 

On the Market Barometers webpage, the first chart in the Special Indexes section is the WDUTX 

chart. WDUTX stands for "WOOD / UTILITIES INDEX". One of my readers let me know about this little 

known indicator a few weeks ago. WDUTX is literally the price of the WOOD (lumber) ETF divided by the 

price of the XLU (utilities) ETF. Dividing one price series by another is a way of directly comparing their 

relative strengths. The green line is a 2-week average and the red line is a 16-week average of WDUTX. 

 

When the fast average (the green line) is above the slower average (red), it is better to shift your 

investments toward stocks, and when the green line crosses below the red line, it is better to invest 

elsewhere (e.g., bonds, precious metals, commodities, etc). 

If you look at the beginning of 2020 (the orange rectangle), you will see that WDUTX turned down — and 

continued moving further down — several weeks before the stock market started into a steep decline on 

Feb 19
th
. Even the 16-week average of the WDUTX started to turn down just before Feb 19

th
. 

When the WDUTX green line crosses below the red line, you never know how big the decline will be. It 

may turn out to be trivial, like the one in late 2020. It may also turn out to be the kind that cuts your stock 

positions in half. As such, a WDUTX downturn signal should be taken seriously, and I would recommend 

one of several responses: 

1. Set tight exit levels and monitor the market daily for the next few weeks, OR 

2. Put on hedge positions, OR 

3. Shift investments into diversified holdings in bonds, commodities, and precious metals 

I will send out a study on the history of VTI (the total market) versus WDUTX later this week. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show path of least  

resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

No new highs this week but a widespread rebound brought all 4 indexes up a bit. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

Since April 9
th
, the SPX has been stuck in a range between $4112 and $4212. There has only been one 

day where price closed below $4112 and one day where price closed above $4212. Interestingly enough, 

On-Balance Volume for the SPX has been essentially flat since the beginning of the year, which is very 

strange since price has moved up considerably since then. 

A big SPX jump on Monday was followed by less and less progress through the week. The NYAD 

followed price on Monday and Tuesday, then went steaming upward while the SPX stalled. The 

SPXA50R followed the NYAD, rising to almost 77% by Friday. 

 

 

 
 



Core Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Core Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 
 

Last week's choices were: IYT 20%, VGK 20%, VICI 20%, VNQ 20%, and VTI 20%.

Sym MTA RelStr LocTrn ATS RSI MAC CMF OBV Long HIgh-15% High-7.5% Last 

DBC ↑ 4.8 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ → buy $15.81 $17.21 $18.60 

IYT ↑ 4.5 ↓↓  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ →  yes $236.89 $257.79 $275.44 

VICI ↑ 4.3 ↓↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ → → yes $26.69 $29.05 $31.13 

VNQ ↑ 3.5 → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ → yes $84.90 $92.39 $99.88 

VGK ↑ 3.0 → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ yes $58.61 $63.78 $68.95 

USMV ↑ 2.1 ↓↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ no $62.08 $67.55 $72.58 

EFA ↑ 2.0 → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ no $68.71 $74.77 $80.83 

VTI ↑ 1.9 ↓↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ →  sell $185.94 $202.34 $218.09 

GLD ↑ 1.7 ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ no $164.81 $179.38 $178.38 

QQQ ↑ 0.5 ↓↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ → ↑ no $290.71 $316.36 $333.93 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: →, Mixed: ↕, Turning Up: , Turning Down: 

Taking DBC (see next page) into the mix has pushed VTI out of the top five, so I will be selling VTI.  

This week's choices are: DBC 20%, IYT 20%, VGK 20%, VICI 20%, VNQ 20%. 

ETFs to watch: Having all arrows up shows unusual strength. This week GLD has all arrows pointing up. It 

is close to psychological and historic resistance at $180, but if it breaks through that area it would be 

worth serious consideration as a 6
th
 holding. EFA has all arrows up except for relative strength.  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/
https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/GLD.html?716233
https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/EFA.html?429926


Bond and Dividend Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live table and column descriptions 

 

Top funds by relative strength: 

1 DBC 4.8 

2 VICI 4.3 

3 GLD 1.7 

4 TIP 0.4 

5 PFF 0.3 

6 MAAX 0.3 

7 JMUB 0.1 

8 HYG 0.1 

9 ANGL 0.1 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Sector Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than the SPX Index:  

1 XLF 5.3 

2 XLE 5.0 

3 XLB 4.8 

4 XRT 3.9 

5 XLRE 3.8 

6 XLI 3.6 

7 XLV 2.5 

8 XLC 2.2 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Auxiliary Universe Table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 XME 7.3 

2 USO 6.7 

3 XOP 4.8 

4 XHB 4.5 

5 ITB 3.9 

6 SLV 2.3 

7 SRVR 2.2 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

